1. The analysis of the use of oil and air pipe-lines' piston pumps and compressors hinged mechanisms has revealed the necessity of multi-disciplinary study of these machines and mechanisms and their maintenance to ensure their reliability and durability. 2. Scientific articles and researches on crank-piston mechanisms reveal various factors that act on piston machines and mechanism (external forces, reaction forces, friction, clearances, wear, impacts in kinematic pairs, deformation of links); that kinematic and dynamic study represents a significant problem. 3. The general problems of cranks-piston mechanism dynamics with three clearances in kinematic pairs as well as the basic and additional motions of mechanism were determined. From the results of the survey, 44 differential equations are obtained, from which 36 describes the additional motion of mechanism (Contact-Contact, Contact-Break, Break-Contact, Break-Break), and 8, the basic motion of mechanism. It is recommended to carry out a dynamic study of cranks-piston mechanism with clearances in two rotational kinematic pairs taking into account additional and basic motions. 4. For a full-fledge dynamic research of crank-piston mechanisms with clearances considering their additional and basic motions and to do a comparative analysis of the obtained results, it is recommended first of all, to carry out research of an ideal mechanism. The study of additional and basic motions of cranks-piston mechanism with clearances led to the identification of four types of motion, accompanied by a basic motion. For all the kinds of motion, differential equations of the kinetic energy and motion are obtained. In kinematic pairs, reaction and friction forces are defined. To obtain differential equations, transition from one type of additional motion to another should be done by keeping initial conditions that would be incorporated into additional motion sub-programs and would be active in force mechanisms and linear contour break or closure. 5. From the study of basic mechanism and additional motions of mechanism, the real law of motion is revealed, true values of forces have been investigated. Comparative analysis has led to the determination of the real law of crank
motion and optimal values of desired parameters that contribute to reliable and durable operation of piston machines. 6 . The influence of operational characteristics-friction, wear-of cranks-piston mechanism's kinematic pairs have been studied and investigated. The study of friction has shown that instability of the tribotechnical characteristics of paired elements leads to a gradual loss of workability of item, change in separate links' strength and stiffness, which is directly related to wear. In the rotational kinematic pairs from the study of friction, it is possible to know the causes of friction wear problem. It is revealed that crank-piston mechanism paired units' normal operation, friction surfaces wear intensively, durability depends on the surface state, their layers' mechanical properties, microgeometry, instability of tribotechnical characteristics, operating conditions, etc. 7. The investigations have revealed that the main reasons of cranks-piston mechanisms and piston machines (friction, wear, jamming, etc.) failures are physical and chemical properties of the materials(metals stiffness), loads, kinematics and thermodynamics, lubrication, environment. It is recommended to jointly investigate these interconnected processes that require the development of very complex calculation methods. This requires joint actions of physicists, chemists, mathematicians, thermodynamics specialists, highly qualified engineers. 8. From the investigation of piston machines and their mechanisms, it is determined that the issue of crack formation should be considered based on friction, wear, stiffness, metals structure and so on. In the paired elements, phenomena of contact, breaks, impacts that cause the increase of forces in joints, vibration of mechanism, oscillations and crack formation must be taken into account. It is recommended that to avoid crack formation, it is necessary to investigate piston machines and mechanisms taking into account elasticity of links and the vibrations that will ensure their reliability and durability. 9. From the research of cranks-reciprocating mechanisms and machines operating characteristics (friction, clearance, wear, impact), used for solving simultaneous differential equations. It is seen that clearances in kinematic pairs dramatically affect the values of reaction and friction forces, which cause sharp changes in the piston and coupler velocity and acceleration laws. It is shown that increase in clearances increases machines and mechanisms dynamic stresses, which lead to a sharp change in the angular velocity of crank and vibration of the machine. It is recommended to manufacture the pair's elements from wear resistance materials and dimensions of clearance should be selected optimally, thus ensuring the reliability and durability of machines and mechanisms. 10. From the investigation of piston pumps' mechanisms taking into account the impact of the operational characteristics, it is revealed that systematic repetition of this phenomenon would cause premature wear of pair's elements and failure of machine. Using the classic form equations in researches considering two phases of impact, it is seen that the ratio of loading and unloading normal impulses values of the restoration coefficient for different values lead to changes in the reaction forces. Increased restoration coefficient decreases the maximum value of the reaction force and opens a number of kinematic chains. Due to the rotation of crank rotation on same angle, there is declining difference between the ideal and real mechanism reaction forces values. The mechanism of the maximum value of reaction force changes in kinematic pair, depending on the size of the clearance. In heavily loaded piston pumps mechanism, optimal values of clearance in this mechanism will be reliable and durable. 11. In a dynamic research of crank-piston mechanism, the following operating characteristics were taken into consideration: friction, clearance, friction and clearance, friction, clearance and wear, clearances and impacts in clearances tolerance zone, ratio between clearances and deformations of links; they represent the reference materials. The kinematic parameters of ideal mechanism and reaction forces caused by external forces are defined. The MATLAB used for solving simultaneous differential equations provides automated transition from one mode of dynamic research to another. From the solution of simultaneous equations, real characteristic parameters are calculated; their influences on pair's elements motion character, change of reaction forces in kinematic pairs and law of crank motion are revealed. 12. The comparative analysis of ideal and real crank-piston mechanism kinematic and dynamic parameters revealed that ideal and real parameters are sharply different, leading to kinematic as well as dynamic changes in mechanism. The real law of drive link motion sharply differs from that of ideal. There is violation in crank law of motion and its oscillations. For maintaining constancy in crank angular velocity, it is necessary in kinematic pairs of mechanism to optimally select the value of clearance that provides reliable and durable operation of mechanism. 13. By increasing restoration coefficient, the maximal values of reaction force are decreased; clearance values defined ways of clearances selection in kinematic pairs of mechanism that provides reliable and durable operation of crank-piston mechanism as well as piston machines. In the execution of technological processes by crank-piston mechanism, attention should be given to wear in pair's elements of kinematic pairs. Increased stress in piston machines and mechanisms causes deformation of links, crack formation and sharp difference in the constant value of crank angular velocity. This indicates the necessity of maintaining geometrical dimensions of technological clearances in kinematic pairs of mechanism and manufacturing of elements of kinematic pairs from more wear resistance materials that provides reliable and durable operation of crank-piston mechanism. 14. Significant result is obtained from the dynamic research of pumps and compressors of crank-piston mechanism considering clearances in kinematic pairs and elasticity of links. Without compilation of partial derivatives differential equations from successive approximation methods defined deformation of mechanism's coupler with distributed mass. From the reduced stiffness coefficient of mechanism and for two-mass model (motor, mechanism), simultaneous differential equations are obtained. To study the crank-piston mechanism, the dynamic model is considered as oscillation system with one DOF and ways of resonance origination and its definition are shown, as well as influence of clearances and friction forces on operation of mechanism. The dynamic processes in crank-piston mechanism with elastic links are studied firstly for ideal, and then for real mechanisms. Runge-Kutta methods and computational engineering are done to study mechanism with clearances; and based on the coupler stiffness and rpm of crank, the elastic deformations are determined. With elasticity of links and selection of relevant stiffness, it is possible to produce such a mechanism and machine whose structural elements will be reliable for operation. Based on comparative analysis, ideal and real parameters are used to define reliability and durability of the applied pumps and compressors of cranks-piston mechanisms. 15. Using dynamic research of crank-piston mechanism with clearances in kinematic pairs and elasticity of links with concentrated masses, it is possible to conduct comparative analysis for obtaining mechanisms with distributed mass results. 16 . This work studied the kinematic and dynamic errors of crank-piston mechanism, their causes and ways of avoiding them, in order to ensure their reliability and durability. 1972 ,1974 ,1976 , 1982 , 1987 , 2000 . In the scientific works are given the actual problems of applied mechanicstheory of machines and mechanisms and mechanical engineering. Proceeding from the contents of published scientific works and monographs is created original scientific direction-kinematics and dynamics of spatial and spherical mechanisms. In works are included many problems of nowadays mechanical engineering, engineering science, applied mechanics, robotics and space systems. The basic results of scientific works won the recognition of international organizations.
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